fashion flash

Violet Marut is the owner and fashion savvy brains
behind Vintage Rosemond, a fashion brand focused on
collecting extraordinary, modern and one-of-kind designer
vrintage pieces. The name ‘Rosemond’ was coined as a
nod to Dame Elizabeth Rosemond Taylor, considered one
of the last vestiges of the Hollywood Golden era. The
extensive array of clothing and accessories in the Vintage
Rosemond collection has appeared in fashion magazines,
on the big screen, television shows, and they are purchased
by celebrities and fashionistas around the world.
Says Violet, “I’ve always enjoyed fashion, but I didn’t
discover the intoxicating world of vintage clothing until
I moved to Los Angeles in 1996. The
longevity of vintage compared to modern clothes simply
amazes me. Owning a vintage piece is owning one-of-a-kind;
a collectible with history that has survived many, many years
and is now passed on to someone else to enjoy. I’m an artist
and clothing is a form of art for me. I so very much enjoy the
search to find something new with the mastery of bringing the
old to light. Vintage Rosemond participates in vintage markets
throughout the United States including, ‘A Current Affair’ in
Los Angeles, New York and the Bay area. Our unique clothes
and assortment of collectible accessories appear in numerous
fashion shows; we meet with entertainment stylists, buyers,
and consign our designer vintage pieces with elite clothing
boutiques. Our company offers buyers something special and
timeless. We pride ourselves on our unusual taste in elegant
apparel and accessories, as well as bold pieces that enhance
even the most comprehensive high-end wardrobe.”
Vintage Rosemond has an extensive collection which
includes a wide variety of popular designers from a broad
range of time periods. Long established contacts within the
clothing industry—from celebrities to collectors and retail
buyers— Vintage Rosemond is for everything you’ve ever
dreamed of wearing, and the clothes are for the fun and fab
and young at heart in each of us. n
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